SXSW ECO
BIOMIMICRY TRACK
Austin, TX | October 5-7, 2015
POST-CONFERENCE
BUZZ + RESOURCE GUIDE
Biomimicry inspired more than a few
wonderful moments at SXSW Eco 2015.
The atmosphere really was electric
thanks to the stream of nature-inspired
knowledge from all the presenters
at the biomimicry track and the
excitement from the attendees. Read
on for a summary of the big event,
plus a series of biomimicry resources,
presented by Biomimicry 3.8 and
the Biomimicry Institute.
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books sold of
Biomimicry
(Benyus) and the
Resource Handbook
(Baumeister)
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1.5 million

bats swarmed in Austin near
Congress Avenue Bridge—the
largest urban bat colony
in North America

1,785
SXSW Eco attendants
swarmed and networked
at the conference
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next steps
BPro: Apply now to join the 2016–18 cohort
ü Go
Biomimicry.net/educating/professional-training/bprofessional
Join a growing network of thought leaders applying life’s strategies to human design. The Spring
of 2016 application deadline is Nov. 15 for the Master’s of Science in Biomimicry program at ASU.
Applicants for the 2016–18 Certified Biomimicry Professional, or BPro, cohort must be enrolled in the
MS program. BPro applications will be sent in December.

ü Dive into innovative education

https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/biomimicry-static/Public/Biomimicry_Training_Offerings.pdf
Learn more about how to begin your biomimicry learning journey by perusing through this list of
professional training opportunities.

ü Get inspired with AskNature.org
AskNature.org

AskNature is the world’s most comprehensive catalog of nature’s solutions to human design challenges.

ü Think like a biomimic in Arizona, Mexico, or any of the other incredible habitats we visit
Biomimicry.net/immersion-programs
Biomimicry.org/veracruz

Immerse yourself in nature and biomimicry thinking during upcoming workshops in Arizona and
Mexico. Join the Biomimicry Institute at Universidad Iberoamericana in the beauty of Veracruz
State while learning about biomimicry with peers from all over the world. Join Biomimicry 3.8 at the
upcoming Biomimicry Thinking for Design Immersion Workshop at Rancho Robles in Oracle, Arizona.

ü Join the Biomimicry Global Network
Biomimicry.org/global-networks

Join the Biomimicry Global Network to learn more about biomimicry and discover how to apply that
knowledge to the design opportunities in your communities.

next steps
a climate change challenge? Discover nature-inspired solutions
ü Have
https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/biomimicry-static/Public/Biomimicry38_Client_Services_One_
Pager.pdf
Explore nature’s potential to help create sustainable solutions for your team’s challenges. Whether it’s
climate change carbon challenges or built environment consulting needs, B3.8’s biological intelligence
innovations are mainstream, hopeful solutions that allow companies to become sustainability leaders.

ü TED: Watch how biomimicry inspires

Ted.com/talks/janine_benyus_biomimicry_in_action
Ted.com/talks/janine_benyus_shares_nature_s_designs
Biomimicry.net/inspiring/videos
Biomimicry.org/resources/#.VjOj4q6rTow
More than 1 million people have listened to our speakers share lessons from nature. Catch some of the
best of the best in the above links, including Janine Benyus’ message for innovators: When solving a
design problem, look to nature first.

ü Take on a Global Design Challenge
Biomimicry.org/design-challenges

The Biomimicry Institute’s biomimicry design challenges are competitions that bring tangible solutions
to some of the world’s most pressing sustainability problems and teach biomimicry in the process.

social media buzz

•

Cindy Lincoln @CindyLincoln
Feels like the celebrity at #SXSWEco is NATURE! #biomimicry talks are packed.

•

Adiel Gavish @AdielGavish
The #biomimicry track at #SXSWEco has taught us that nature’s valuation is priceless. Shareholder
return? Infinite.

•

Amy Coffman Phillips @amycoffman
“#Biomimicry is an emerging discipline of an ancient practice.” Dayna Baumeister #SXSWEco

•

Michelle v. Jackson @michvjack
@DaynaBaumeister Paying attention to context reminds us how we are all interconnected.
#biomimicry #sxsweco

•

Adib @theOtherDada
What if we could embed biological intelligence into every leadership act? #WWND #tobyHerzlich
#biomimicry #SXSWEco

•

Lindsay James @CLindsayJames
#biomimicry is a brilliant transition from human-centered design to LIFE-centered design.
- Prasad Boradkar from ASU #SXSWEco.

SEE MORE BUZZ!

To see more SXSW Eco #Biomimicry Track buzz, follow us on Twitter
(@biomimicry38 and @biomimicryinst) and search for #SXSWEco.

session highlights

Janine Benyus
Biomimicry 3.8
Watch the video on

YouTube

Session Take-Aways:
What if we embedded biological intelligence in as many human endeavors as possible? How would that
move us toward a safe and just world, and how do we unify as a network to get there? That was the
call to action in “The Great Reunion” featured talk, where listeners spilled out of the room and filled
the aisles. Biomimicry represents a new relationship between humans and the rest of natural world, not
as dominators, but as students. If we acted as students, we could help solve one of the most pressing
problems of our times. The major challenge highlighted in the session was climate change. As world
leaders debate how to combat climate change in a world where cutting carbon emissions isn’t enough,
biomimicry has revealed effective methods to sequester and use carbon to reverse climate change.
What can biomimicry do? How about prairie inspired farming, which would encourage ecosystems full
of native grasses where the deep root systems take the carbon dioxide from the air and turn it into
sugars? It has the capacity to sequester carbon for centuries. Or look at the work being gathered for
Project Drawdown, which is tracking 100 technologies that if scaled up would pull down carbon. Out
of 100 projects, the top 20 that are really pulling most of the weight use a form of biosequestration
including methods that mimic trees, which use carbon to feed themselves through photosynthesis.
Janine shared many more examples of how biomimicry-inspired solutions can help humans help the
helpers already working to help manage carbon on this planet. If trees can do it, so can we.

session highlights

Megan Schuknecht
Biomimicry Institute
John Lanier
Ray C. Anderson Foundation

Listen on

SoundCloud

Session Take-Aways:
Eight finalist teams in the Biomimicry Global Design Challenge, hosted by the Biomimicry Institute in
partnership with the Ray C. Anderson Foundation, presented their nature-inspired innovations through
brief videos and a panel session. All eight teams will go on to participate in the BGDC Accelerator and
compete for the first $100,000 “Ray of Hope” Prize, to be awarded in October 2016.
In this session, The Biomimicry Institute and Ray C. Anderson Foundation showcased how the
Biomimicry Global Design Challenges are seeding and accelerating nature-inspired solutions to global
issues. This year’s Challenge, focused on food systems, shows how modeling nature can provide viable
solutions to reduce hunger, improve soil fertility, increase access to healthy food and more, while
creating conditions conducive to all life. The goal is to crowdsource biomimetic solutions worldwide,
and help entrepreneurs and innovators bring them to market as quickly as possible. The 2016 round of
the challenge is now open to students and professionals all over the globe.
Suggested Links:
Design Challenges
Challenge.biomimicry.org
Biomimicry Design Challenge finalist pitch videos and descriptions of their innovations
Biomimicry.org/design-challenges/global-challenge-accelerator
Global Design Challenge Toolbox with free biomimicry resources
Toolbox.biomimicry.org
Ray C. Anderson Foundation
Raycandersonfoundation.org

session highlights

Dr. Dayna Baumeister
Biomimicry 3.8
Listen on

SoundCloud

Session Take-Aways:
The crowd gathered for “Behind the Innovation” session was packed to the walls with many biomimicry
family members, old and new. The presence was a reflection of the deep connection and sense of
passion so many have felt after discovering biomimicry.
In turn, as the session highlighted, that network of people—including many of those gathered at SXSW
ECO—has applied the tool of biomimicry well.
The session highlighted how the practice of biomimicry at Biomimicry 3.8 has yielded an impressive
set of case studies showing biomimicry has become an innovation pathway the leads to developing
new products, processes, and intellectual property. Dayna highlighted the work by demonstrating
how Biomimicry Thinking has been implemented across a wide variety of challenges representing the
diversity of Biomimicry 3.8’s client base.
Dayna also shared in a powerful “rolling credit” movie showing the efforts of Biomimicry Professionals
and Biomimicry Specialists around the world. Biomimicry research and applications are happening
around the world every day—from laboratories to design labs. Strategies for incorporating biological
intelligence are emerging in governmental discussions, academic hallways and corporate board rooms.
If nothing else, this session was a call to action, showcasing the work of the dedicated biomimics and
reminding all biomimics to continue their work; what’s happening behind the scenes will be what
makes humans become a more welcome species.
Suggested Links:
Learn more about Biomimicry Professional Training
Biomimicry.net/educating/professional-training/bprofessional

session highlights
Adrian Horotan
Safer Made
Mark Dorfman
Biomimicry 3.8
Nicole Hagerman Miller
Biomimicry 3.8
Listen on

SoundCloud

Session Take-Aways:
Since modern society also has chemistry at the foundation of all products and processes ranging from
toilet bowl cleaners to Apple Watches, nature’s elegant, sophisticated, life-friendly chemistries are a
super-rich source of new, innovative ideas for meeting modern society’s needs with a soft, life-friendly
footprint. At the same time, we can have the greatest bioinspired, innovative ideas and the greatest
biomimetic products and processes, but if they’re not widely adopted commercially, we won’t make a
dent in public and environmental health. We need to heed the lessons of innovative products that have
already hit the market to know what the obstacles are to wide scale adoption and be as prepared to
confront and overcome those as we are to create life-friendly alternatives.
Suggested Links:
Pantheon Chemical’s Principles of Conscious Chemistry
Pantheonchemical.com/conscious-chemistry
The story of PreKote
Consciouscapitalism.org/node/367

session highlights
Cas Smith
Terrapin Bright Green
Gretchen Hooker
Biomimicry Institute
Marjan Eggermont
Zygote Quarterly
Listen on

SoundCloud

Session Take-Aways:
This session presented three of the most cutting edge tools for biomimicry research, design and
information. We hope attendees walked away with a sense that resources to help students and
professionals—designers, architects, engineers, CEOs and managers—are widely available and free.
We also hope that it encourages people to share their work with a wider audience.
Zygote Quarterly magazine links scientists and designers through explanations of bio-inspired design
- a digital magazine platform that could serve as an educational tool and venue for designers to
contribute to important scientific research.
Terrapin Bright Green presented their interactive graphic from a recent paper detailing 101
biomimetic innovations in various stages, showcasing broad applicability across technology sectors
and connection to industry, and helping attendees understand and overcome challenges to translating
biomimetic innovations from the lab to the market.
Ask Nature 2.0 is an interactive online tool that helps innovators find natural patterns that can inspire
sustainable solutions, a platform to share ideas with a community of innovators and scientists.
Suggested Links:
Terrapin Bright Green – Tapping into Nature report
Terrapinbrightgreen.com/report/tapping-nature
Zygote Quarterly E-zine
Zqjournal.org/?page_id=90
Issuu.com/eggermont
AskNature
AskNature.org

session highlights
Erin Meezan
Interface
Erin Rovalo
Biomimicry 3.8
Theresa Millard
Kohler
Listen on

SoundCloud

Session Take-Aways:
1. Biomimicry thinking has huge benefits for organizations looking to achieve sustainability goals. It
has relevance at many different places within a company looking to focus on sustainability, from
product design, to employee engagement and organizational design, to operations. This session
explored some groundbreaking thinking on how businesses can go beyond the metaphorical
idea of being more like nature to exploring a new framework and a way of thinking about a
business. In this case one factory could, in fact, function like nature.
2. How things are made is as important as the things being made. Kohler is on a sustainability
journey and is committed over the long haul to make the changes needed to become a different
kind of company. But many steps are needed and the waste lab is an important step in that
journey. Only when Kohler’s factory is running like a forest will the work be complete.
Suggested Links:
Greenbiz.com article
Greenbiz.com/article/can-carpet-factory-run-forest
Wired.com article
Wired.com/brandlab/2015/07/janine-benyus-inventing-eco-industrial-age
Material Flows at Kohler
Believe.kohler.com/post/126103409268/abundant-passion-abundant-material-flows-its

session highlights
Jamie Brown-Hansen
European Biomimicry Alliance
Victoria Keziah
Net Generative
Katherine Collins
Honeybee Capital
Toby Herzlich
Biomimicry for Social Innovation
Listen on

SoundCloud
Session Take-Aways:
1. Biomimicry can be applied not just to products, but also to processes and systems. This session
illuminated what can happen when biological design principles inform the design of a financial
system, the process of investing, product branding, and leadership practices. Participants also
had a chance to directly practice applying nature’s genius to their own leadership areas.
2. Biomimicry can be infused into the consciousness not only of how we design and engineer our
tools and products, but also how we design our organizations, craft their identities, and measure
their success.
3. “We are all investors.”
4. Biomimicry is taking root as a practice discipline for leadership, business strategy, organizational
change, policy making, and social innovation. Leaders are looking to nature as their mentor to
become more adaptive, resilient, collaborative, and networked, and are using Life’s Principles as
practices in their commitment to be ecologically-inspired stewards and change agents. Please
join us at Biomimicry for Social Innovation to become part of this emerging community.
Suggested Links:
• Watch the ‘It’s Our Money’ episode
Prn.fm/its-our-money-with-ellen-brown-too-big-to-exist-10-14-15
• To learn more about Victoria’s work, visit NetGenerative.com
• Honeybee Capital library section, including their research and blog | Honeybeecapital.com
• Biomimicry for Social Innovation website and community blog | Bio-sis.net
• Order Life’s Principles Leadership Cards | Biosis.tictail.com
• Stay tuned to learn more about the “Biomimicry Thinking for Social Innovation” immersion
workshop in Transylvania in June 2016: Biomimicry.net/immersion-programs

session highlights
Doug Paige
Cleveland Institute of Art
Lisa Dokken
Columbia University
Paul Woolford
HOK
Prasad Boradkar
The Biomimicry Center at ASU

Listen on

SoundCloud
Session Take-Aways:
It is vitally important for cities to become more livable, efficient and self-sufficient in the face of
continued and dramatic rises in population. This session explored visionary approaches to rethinking and
transforming urban areas into living, functional systems that possess both quantitative and qualitative
attributes of nature that are important to ecosystem viability and to human health and well-being.
This session explored a national historic landmark through the lens of history and biomimicry to create
beautiful and innovative solutions to modern problems. Antendees gained access to tools to help
communities adapt their policies and procedures to better reflect local conditions. They learned how we
can design products, services and systems keeping in mind not only people, but also other species and
entire ecosystems. And finally, this session asked attendees to re-evaluate their connection to place as
the interconnected dynamics of our global hydrological cycle place are illuminated.
Suggested Links:
Wired article on HOK
Wired.com/insights/2014/02/biomimicry-innovative-built-environment
The Biomimicry Center at ASU
Biomimicry.asu.edu
More information upon request: regenerouscities@gmail.com

